Archiving to a Private Cloud to
Affordably Keep Data Forever
Use simple archive workflows from a single
vendor to reduce complexity and cost
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Abstract
Organizations in many industries are dealing with explosive data growth. In these types of
organizations, typically their data is their business. Often these organizations must have an
effective way to keep this data for years or essentially forever. The most affordable option is
fast, reliable digital tape. Use of a private cloud in front of a tape library to move this data makes
it easy with a complete, single-vendor solution. Spectra Logic provides tools that can create a
complete deep storage archive solution for many basic workflows. These solutions reduce the
cost of storage of this data from dollars (USD) per gigabyte to pennies per gigabyte. Public cloud
is not an option when an organization has petabytes of data that must be stored for an extended
period of time.

Introduction
Many organizations are dealing with exponential data growth. Industries such as genomics,
media and entertainment, research, and national governments are often dealing with generating
many terabytes of data per day and want to keep all that data for extended periods of time. For
these organizations, their data is their business, and they will continue to repurpose and/or remonetize the data over many years. Additionally, regulations often require retaining the data for
100 years 1 or "the life of the Republic" 2. Initially this data is generated on primary disk storage,
which provides high performance but can cost on the order of dollars per gigabyte of storage.
These organizations cannot afford to keep this data on primary disk storage for any length of
time. We will use genomics research as a typical example of an organization with exponential
data growth. In genomics each experiment or sequencing analysis can occur multiple times daily
and generate terabytes of data. How do genomics researchers affordably store this data while
still making it easily accessible?

Traditional Workflow
In a typical but undesirable workflow for these genomics researchers, because the data is being
stored on primary disk, the researchers would identify the low-value data and delete it soon
after creation. For the remaining higher value data, the researchers might choose to utilize a disk
archive system, which is roughly half the cost per gigabyte of a primary disk storage system, on
which to move some of the data. But disk archive systems are still on the order of dollars per
gigabyte. Even with the disk archive system, they would eventually decide that they cannot
afford to keep experimental data for more than a few years before they have to delete it. They
are working under the mistaken belief that they cannot afford to keep all the data.

European Document Retention Guide, Iron Mountain, http://www.debrauw.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/EU-Retention-Guide2014.pdf
2
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/meetings/documents/storage13/KenWood-LoC-DSADevelopmentsInMedia2013.pdf
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New Workflow - Basic
With a private cloud system, such as Spectra Logic’s BlackPearl with a Spectra tape library, data
can be kept forever at pennies per gigabyte. In this case, the researchers would keep all their
research data, and archive it to this private cloud as they need to free up space in their primary
disk. With a simple drag and drop interface like Spectra’s free, open source Deep Storage
Browser, the researchers could easily archive that data themselves. No additional storage or
backup software is required.

Figure 1. Archiving data with the Deep Storage Browser

The researchers would first aggregate the data into TAR or ZIP files to create a file with a
minimum size of 40MB, as private cloud object storage technology provides the best throughput
with this minimum files size. The researchers could then use the Deep Storage Browser to drag
and drop the aggregated files into the low cost deep storage. BlackPearl can ingest data and
move it to tape at a rate of about 800 megabytes per second (MB/s), which means that a 1
terabyte file can be uploaded in less than 22 minutes. The files could then be deleted from
primary storage. Data durability is ensured by BlackPearl's checksum capabilities and the Spectra
tape library Data Integrity Verification features. The files could be retrieved later as needed using
the same Deep Storage Browser. The Deep Storage Browser includes a search feature by file
name for quickly finding the right file to retrieve.
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Figure 2. The Deep Storage Browser

New Workflow - Intermediate
In a more sophisticated workflow, researchers could create automated scripts to move the files
to their private cloud on some periodic basis. An automated script could first aggregate the data
files into a TAR or ZIP file using an open-source tool such a 7Zip (7zip.og). The script could then
use a tool such as Spectra’s free, open source Java Command Line Interface (Java CLI) to
automatically move the aggregated files to the BlackPearl private cloud. The script could be set
to automatically run daily or on some periodic basis using a Cron job (UNIX) or Task Scheduler
(Windows). Again, this workflow provides a complete, simple solution from a single vendor,
requiring no additional software.
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Figure 3. The Java Command Line Interface

New Workflow - Advanced
In an advanced workflow, the researchers could create their own application to create a
workflow that works best for their organization. Spectra’s free, open-source Software
Development Kits (SDK) can be used to create such a client application that would move data to
the BlackPearl private cloud.

Figure 4. Archiving workflow using Spectra Software Development Kits

These SDKs are available in Java, C#/.NET, C, and Python, and allow easily movements of data to
and from BlackPearl. The SDKs provide libraries that can easily be referenced in the chosen
programming language. As shown in Figure 4, with just a few lines of code an entire file system
directory can be easily moved to BlackPearl.
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Figure 5. Using Visual Studio and the .NET SDK to Create a Simple Spectra S3 Client

Economics
By implementing a system such as the BlackPearl private cloud, the aforementioned genomics
researchers’ data costs can drop from dollars to pennies per gigabyte. For a genomics research
organization generating 20TB of data a day (7PB/year), this can be a cost savings of millions of
dollars per year.
Let's assume a primary storage system with a typical cost of $2-3 USD per gigabyte 3. If the
research organization attempted to keep all this data on primary disk storage, the purchase cost
for the primary storage would be approximately $15-22 million USD. Or the research
organization, faced with this staggering cost, would likely delete the data. If the data were
deleted, it cannot be repurposed or re-monetized in the future.
The purchase price of a Spectra Logic T950 tape library with a BlackPearl private cloud gateway
for 7 petabytes of storage is about $0.10 USD per gigabyte, or $750,000 USD (entry level systems
start at $35,000 USD). This cost provides a complete solution including hardware, tape media,
installation, and 3 years of support. This cost provides not only a significant cost savings, but also
allows the researchers to keep all of their data rather than being forced to delete it.
And what about the public cloud? Should the public cloud be considered for storage of this data?
Services like Amazon Glacier and Google Nearline offer public cloud services for as low as $0.01
USD per gigabyte per month. But for an organization generating terabytes of data per day and
wanting to store it forever, there are two main problems with the public cloud:

The ROI of Primary Storage Deduplication, Storage Switzerland, http://www.storageswitzerland.com/Articles/Entries/2012/12/3_The_ROI_of_Primary_Storage_Deduplication.html
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•
•

The per month cost of storage will add up to $1.20 USD per gigabyte over 10
years, a staggering cost more in line with primary storage.
The internet connection bandwidth speed between the genomics organization
and the public cloud would be inadequate to move 20 terabytes of data per day.

For more information about the economics of public versus private cloud, see our white paper
Current and Future Economics of Deep Storage: Public vs. Private Cloud.
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Figure 6. Storage costs per petabyte per day for storing 50PB over 5 years for various storage types

Conclusion
For organizations that generate large amounts of data, where their data is their business, they
must find an affordable, durable storage solution. Primary disk storage systems are too
expensive to be a long-term solution. A tape library with a private cloud interface, such as
Spectra Logic's BlackPearl, provides this solution. This low-cost private cloud allows researchers
and other organizations to keep this data forever, and they can keep data that may have
previously considered too expensive to keep. The clients and SDKs provided by Spectra Logic
provide a complete archive solution from a single vendor for many workflows, requiring no
additional software.
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Deep Storage Experts
Spectra Logic develops deep storage
solutions that solve the problem of long
term storage for business and
technology professionals dealing with
exponential data growth.
Dedicated solely to storage innovation
for more than 35 years, Spectra Logic’s
uncompromising product and customer
focus is proven by the largest
information users in multiple vertical
markets globally.
Spectra enables affordable, multi‐
decade data storage and access by
creating new methods of managing
information in all forms of deep
storage—including archive, backup, cold
storage, cloud, and private cloud.
For more information, please visit
http://www.spectralogic.com.
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